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What a great way to start the OY competition, with a beaut day and 

excellent courses at Pollok on March 27th. Thanks to South Auckland 

Club for a great start to the competitive year. We've got a string of 

3-day events lying ahead so I hope you're all raring to go! 

I had a few complaints about the Anzac entry form in last month's 

issue - sorry it was so small, I had a real problem fitting it in. I 

think in future I will keep entry forms on a separate sheet, so to 

those of you who are good at losing inserts, take heed of this warning! 

I really appreciate the number of contributions I've recieved this 

month, thanks to all the writers and may it be an inspiration to you 

all! After all, this is your magazine! You can all put your literary 

skills to the test after Easter (hint, hint). 

I know you'll all join me in wishing John, Viv, Joanna and Philippa 

Rix all the best on their overseas jaunt - have fun and don't stay 

away too long! (Goodness knows how we're going to manage without you, 

John!) Best of luck too to the Robinsons who are fleeing the country 

to spend three months in Canada - watch out for those Grizzlies while 

searching out those controls! 

Happy Easter everybody! Drive carefully! 

Katie Fettes 
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APRIL 

1-4 HB Easter 3-Day Badge Event, Hawkes Bay 

3 Sun C Totara Park 

7 Thur SA Auckland Secondary Schools Field Day 

10 Sun SA Mt Richmond 

16-17 D Otago Champs (Badge Event) 

17 Sun NW Long Bay 

17 Sun T CDOA OY2, Wainui 

23-25 AOA ANZAC 3-Day Badge Event 

Day 1 : Huriwai, Port Waikato 

Day 2 : Mt Auckland 

Day 3 : Quarry Road, Woodhill 

MAY 

1 Sun Wh Mangawhai North 

1 Sun C One Tree Hill 

5 Thur SA Auckland Secondary Schools Champs 

8 Sun Timberlands Forest Run, Woodhill 

15 Sun SA Waiuku Forest 

15 Sun R CDOA OY3, Waipapa II (Rotorua) 

22 Sun NW Puketapu Road, Woodhill 

29 Sun C OY2, Temu Road, Woodhill 

JUNE 

4-6 CDOA Queen's Birthday 3-Day Badge Event and Trial 

START TIMES 

Sunday park events and OY's have start times from 10.00am till 1.00pm. 

CLOSING DATE FOR NEXT ISSUE 

20 APRIL 

Please post all your great literary feats 

to : 

Katie Fettes 

c/o G. Simpson 

R.D.4 

WAIUKU ph 085-31217 
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Course One 

1 66.32 J. Rix M21 

2 73.58 R. Brighouse M21 

3 82.40 T. Carswell M21 

4 82.54 I. Currie M35 

5 85.37 W. Aspin M35 

6 110.18 N. Jager M21 

7 111.33 T. Moen M35 

8 133.01 B. Rix M21 

DNF T. Reddish 

DNF P. Johnson 

Course Two 

1 63.07 L. Shuker M40 

2 65.35 T. Aspin W35 

3 67.15 R. Ireland M21B 

4 68.04 K. Stone M45 

5 68.27 R. Boswell M17 

6 71.49 G. Unkovich M21B 

7 72.29 Tuck/Rebkah Grp 

8 74.11 G. Pilbrow M40B 

9 77.11 B. Mellow M40 

10 84.39 U.& N. Lewis Grp 

11 85.26 T. Nicholls M55 

12 88.38 M. Ashmore M40 

Course Two Continued 

13 90.33 E. Reddish M45 

14 90.38 A. Fish M21 

15 93.37 J. Snedden M40B 

16 103.55 S. Pilbrow W40 

17 107.50 B. Hanlon M50 

18 108.20 Allison/Kerin Grp 

19 118.21 Tania/Darren Grp 

DNF N. Phillips 

DNF Mary/Leslie 

Course Three 

1 78.17 R. Murphy M15 

2 93.10 D. Reddish M15 

3 118.02 Stone/Rantakokko Grp 

4 120.22 J.&B. Tuck Grp 

5 124.12 C. Tuck/J. Kid Grp 

DNF B. Shuker Grp 

DNF Jo/Maryanne Grp 

DNF Bryce/Bjorn Grp 

letters to the editor 
Dear Ed, 

Because I usually find W21E courses too long for me (but not 

too difficult), I have entered the Easter 3-Day in the W21A grade. This 

was my only other official option but I feel this course, the same as 

W17, will be too short and not as difficult as I would like. To run a 

course of desirable length and difficulty I would have to enter un

officially, I appreciate the problems of setting courses for a mix of 

grades but I feel that W21A should at least be on the same course as 

W19, as it usually is. 

Julia Fettes 4 



Date : Sunday, May 1st 

Venue : Mangewhai North 

Directions : Pacific Beach Access Road, off Black Swamp Road, Mangawhai. 

If coming from Kaiwaka, turn right at Mangawhai (Insley St) 

and proceed over River Bridge, turn first left after bridge 

on to Black Swamp Road. Orienteering signs will be 

placed to signify route from Mangawhai. 

If taking back road to Mangawhai by turning off State High

way One just north of Wellsford, then drive right to 

Mangawhai - you will enter Mangawhai by River Bridge and 

should see O-signs at Black Swamp Road by bridge. 

DO NOT GO TO FOREST H.Q. 

Start Times : Anytime between 11.30am and 1.30pm. Courses close 3.00pm. 

Courses : 3 courses, ranked hard, medium, easy. 

The Whangarei Club would really like to see some Aucklanders there on 

the day, so how about making an effort to support them! Any queries, 

phone Mike Williams at (089)-489296. 
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north west news 
* A warm welcome to new club members Peter King, Howard Taylor, Cathy 

Turner, and Kevin Williams, and a welcome back to the Whitaker family. 

We hope that most of all you get a lot of enjoyment from orienteering 

no matter what your level of achievement is. 

* Keith Stone and Geoff Mead recently ran in the Ultimate Challenge Race 

- approximately 45km from Whatipu to Muriwai along the beaches and 

coast walkways. Fifty competitors took part and mountain marathon 

training certainly helped as Keith was 8th home and first veteran in 

a time of 3hrs 59mins, while Geoff recorded 4hrs 18mins. Congratulations 

also to Robert Jessop who came third overall and first junior. 

* Lisa and Geoff also took part in the combined Auckland Tramping Clubs 

competition weekend held recently. The bush marathon through the 

Hunuas, which attracted over 40 trampers, saw Geoff in 6th place and 

Lisa 16th and first woman home in a time of 1.5 hours. 

Thought..... if orienteering clubs attract people with these masochistic 

tendencies, then there is a vast potential crop of new members to be 

found in the triathlon community!!! 

* Congratulations to John Fettes on winning the Brighouse Trophy for 

1987. Sorry the N.Z.O.F. accredited you with Central Club membership 

John. Well done also to Carey Martin who shared second place. 

* It was sad to see that North West was unable to field a team in Taupo's 

All-Night Relays. This would have been the first time the club has 

not been represented for very many years. Thanks to Ann Fettes who 

did the best she could to put a team together. 

* A reminder that the next club meetings are 7th April, Les Paver's 

residence, and 5th May at the Stones' residence. If you have any 

ideas for social activities or fundraising schemes, please share them 

with us. 

* North West newshound is always looking for material for this column. 

If you have any news, gossip, rumours (true or otherwise) please let 

Lesley Stone know. All sources treated with strictest confidence!! 
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central chatter 
* URGENT - Fieldworkers needed for Western Springs - no experience 

necessary. 

* Wednesday 6th April : keep it free, it's a farewell for the Rix's. 

Ladies bring a plate, men bring a crate. It's at 71 Melrose Road, 

Mt Roskill, at 7.30pm. 

* Students, don't forget to get together a team of o-ers for the school 

champs (relays and individual), on July 9/10. There will be trophies 

and a social. 

* Simon Clendon seems to be acclimatising to Taranaki - he ran his 

first event in a few years and won easily! Also congratulations on 

your Easter nuptials. 

* Remember the ANZAC 3-Day Badge Event - entry forms in last issue. 

* Hope everyone enjoyed the Easter events - please feel free to call me 

and tell me about your trials and tribulations. 

Chatterbox (ph 506-651) 

s.a. weasel wafflings 
* The Orange Roughies represented the club well at the All-Nighter in 

Taupo this year finishing in 5th place. 

* Orienteering bumper stickers are available for $1.00, they should be 

in the caravan by now. 

* Help is needed for the Secondary Schools Field Day on 7th April. Ring 

John Robinson, 085-86911. 

* Congratulations to Peter Murphy and Lyn Tulloch on their engagement. 

* Entry forms for the 7-Day next January are in the club caravan. 

* Welcome to our new members : Mike Jarka, and Michael, Catharine, 

Helen, Malcolm, Cameron, and Bruce Frith. 

* The April meeting is on the 11th at the Laurents', Smiths Road, Waiuku, 

with the May meeting at the Lewis', 23 Park Estate Road, Papakura, on 

the 2nd. 

* The 'People for Jobs' list for this year's events is out now so watch 

out for it. 
7 



Jocelyn Reeve of the Taupo Club set good length courses for this year's 

All-Eight Relay. The winning team, Sulphur City Bats from Rotorua, 

won the 28km relay in 4.24.48 hrs. The map, 'Punetake' , shows gently 

rolling farmland with gully/spurs. The longer course was a little 

hillier. 

The weather was kind so competitors congregated near the start-

finish area during most of the event. The lead changed frequently so 

the spectators were kept guessing. 

South Auckland's 'Orange Roughies' (Tony Lawrence, Sally and Geoff 

Pilbrow, Wayne and Trish Aspin, Ian Currie, Bruce Hendrie) came 5th 

in the 15-team field, taking 5.03.02 hrs. 

Central's Bruties (Damien and Eddie Reddish, Grant Steel, Jill 

Clendon, Paul Potter, Robert Jessop, Russell Ireland) were 7th, in 

5.32.55. 

Central's Cuties (Joanna/Viv and John Rix, Tom Clendon, Tony Nicholls, 

Tony Reddish, Guy Cory-Wright, Alf Fish) were 10th in 5.57.50 hrs. 

A new South Auckland member, Michael Jarka, ran for a composite 

Taupo team. 

Leg Analysis 

Leg 1 (1.5km) - 1st, D. Reddish (8.17); 5th, M. Jarka (10.43); 12th, 

A. Lawrence (14.25); 13th, J. and V. Rix (15.15). 

Leg 2 (2.7km) - Winning time 21.43; 2nd, G. Steel (25.16); 4th, S. 

Pilbrow (26.41); 13th, T. Clendon (39.02). 

Leg 3 (6.3km) - 1st, J. Rix (55.30); 3rd, W. Aspin (59.59); 12th, E. 

Reddish (97.30). 

Leg 4 (3.4km) - Winning time 27.17; 5th, J. Clendon (40.37); 7th, G. 

Pilbrow (43.12); 8th, T. Nicholls (43.23). 

Leg 5 (3.4km) - Winning time 22.30; 6th, P. Aspin (35.13); 8th, T. 

Reddish (36.47); 14th, P. Potter (55.00). 

Leg 6 (7.3km) - Winning time 52.42; R. Jessop (62.38); 11th, I. Currie 

(78.47); 15th, G. Cory-Wright (97.56). 

Leg 7 (3.4km) - Winning time 31.23; 9th, R. Ireland (?); 10th, B. 

Hendrie (44.45); 11th, A. Fish (49.07). 

The Sunday event was an hilarious relay with all sorts of comedy acts 

to be performed before each leg - knock over another 'rider' (runner 

on a 'horse' i.e. another team member), eat a biscuit then whistle, 

leap-frog the team, blow up a balloon and then complete the course 

taking the balloon along, arriving back with it still whole, an Irish 

drinking game, and finally, the last two runners did their course tied 

(Continued....) 

katoa po, 5-6 march 1987 
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by a piece of stocking. The Orange Roughies finished first, Central's 

Cuties fifth, and Central's Bruties 6th. The weekend finished with 

an undercover barbeque, and we were on our way in time to miss the 

Cyclone's rain. Well timed, Taupo, and thanks for a well-run event. 

Sally Pilbrow 

it's that time of year again ... 

The long hot summer isn't really 'O' weather. Your old shoes hang on 

the wash-house floor, you pad around in bare feet, watching the falling 

arches reach ground level. After 6.30am the yellow glare of sunlight 

brings out the sweat on your brow at the very thought of keeping fit. 

Nice to sit and watch cricket through the blistering afternoons, knowing 

the old fatty tissue is piling onto the thighs, muscles growing slack; 

only the eyeballs move. How decadent is creeping age. What makes it 

worse is that conscience-stricken moment you feel when spouse dons his 

singlet and shoes and hares off into the dawn, while you snuggle under 

the sheet with a whodunnit and a cuppa tea. All this is no preparation 

for March, which looms ominously closer. 

You watch the summer series pass, admire the setters and vetters and 

get-theres, never quite making it yourself. You chat up the mountain 

marathoner and moan in sympathy with pulled muscles, but all you pull 

is the lawn mower cord. How to get enthused! Read the magazine - yes 

Katie even this article is late! - swot up the 3-Day events. Your heart 

sinks at the thought of travelling all that way to Hastings, climbing 

Huriwai ... is it time to quit? 

A weekend training. That sounds more gentle - a quick forest run, 

a walk in the late evening to the barbeque, a camp out. Well, perhaps. 

The adrenalin level lifts momentarily. Just as scratches and hurts of 

youth heal quickly, and your enthusiasm at 20 is boundless, obversely 

at 100+1 wot then? 

But look, here is a rainy day, cooler winds - lethargy lifts. How 

about a quick run Pa? Get out the tattered 'O' shoes and lets shoot 

through to Ambury Park. See you later. 

W100 
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report on Swedish visit 
Report on the visit of Karin Gunnarson and Lars Sjokvist, Nov/Dec 1987 

Although the arrangements for the tour by these two coaches were very 

rushed, the resulting coaching and clinics were very successful. 

Between the 3rd of November and the 16th of December Karin and Lars 

toured N.Z. running coaching clinics in Invercargill, Dunedin, Christ

church, Wellington, Palmerston North, Hastings and Auckland; and 

although the coaching was aimed at the best of our juniors and seniors 

in the various areas, many of the ideas that were demonstrated could 

be used by 'grass roots' club members. 

There are two extracts typical of their experience : 

(a) Saturday 7th Nov. to Tuesday 17th Nov., written by Lars. 

(b) A very full report by Michael Wood on the Wellington use of the 

pair. 

Although not reproduced in this report, I did appreciate a thank you 

letter from Ann Scott who stated that the Southland Club had really 

enjoyed having Karin and Lars stay in Invercargill. 

Under the loose terms of the I.O.F. Elite Project, I (on behalf of 

the N.Z.O.F.) felt obliged to help with their travel plans around N.Z. 

as much as possible and thus I claimed money from the N.Z.O.F. to 

cover bus, train or ferry fares. These totalled $669.50. 

Any future involvement with coaches sent out under the I.O.F. Elite 

Project will have to be more tightly controlled as to who pays for 

what, both from the N.Z.O.F. level and the Club level. 

Yours in Orienteering, 

John Davies 

(Co-ordinator of the W.O.C. Squad) 

February 1988. 
From a Soviet Sports Magazine -
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comments from Lars and Karin 
To all the orienteers in New Zealand! 

When we have been travelling around we talked a lot with people about 

how they have been running. While doing talks like that it is very 

important to talk about advantages and disadvantages with the route 

choice. Just saying which way you ran says very little. More important 

is to discuss: why you took a certain route choice and what features 

you did look for. What other possibilities were there? If you made 

any mistake try to analyze what happened and how to avoid it next time. 

It happened quite often that people had very long times on the courses, 

but still have not missed very much. Just too long time for their 

fitness. Why? We have found out that some of you: 

- cannot read the map while running 

- look on too many small not important features 

- have not planned where you are going 

It is difficult to do these things right while running, but you have 

to do it if you want to be able to go faster. 

While we discuss this we have to mention structure rating which 

shortly means to pick out the big and obvious features and simplify 

the picture of the map. If you do that, the mapreading will be easier 

because you don't have to look for all these tiny features which really 

are difficult to read while running. Let us give you an example: a 

person runs a leg and checks 20 features on the way. He has to stop 

every time when reading the map and then trying to locate himself. 

Compare that with 4 big features which are easy enough to read on the 

map while running. No stops, fewer and bigger features to look for in 

the terrain. 

Some words about planning your route. When doing that you want to 

simplify again, why make it more difficult than it has to be. One 

thing we have found is how scared people are of climbing a few contours 

to get a safer route. We really think it is good to climb and run 

on top of hills and ridges. If you run on a slope it is hard to 

estimate how high or low you are, less good visibility and also you do 

climb up and down while avoiding hinder of different kinds. Of course 

you have to estimate how much safer the route choice gets compared to 

the effort to climb some extra. But remember that you surely gain in 

the long term by going safe. 
(Continued...) 
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To be able to improve your orienteering you of course have to train a 

lot. When training try to discuss before and after the purpose of what 

you did and why. Also it is good to do some of the exercises you do in 

pairs. Maybe it is more fun, but also you give each other ideas and you 

see how the other person does things. There are so many orienteers who 

just run by themselves and rarely discuss with other people. That is 

stupid! Why not get new ideas and impressions from others instead of 

trying to figure out how to do everything youselves. 

The clubs have to set up trainings which we know is a lot of work, but 

it is the only way if you want to improve. Having trainings in a group 

does take time but also have a social aspect. In Sweden lots of people 

go to the club trainings because they want to see their friends. Maybe 

you are away from home three hours for only one hour training, but you 

are enjoying it and that is very important. 

Who does all the work in the clubs in Sweden? Well, 99% of all the 

work is voluntary and very few clubs pay people for doing things. It 

is not so different compared to your situation except that your clubs 

are slightly smaller, and the people more spread out. If the club 

members are spread out it might be hard to have trainings during the 

week, so maybe two trainings on a Saturday or Sunday is better. Why 

not arrange the running training (on the roads or tracks) together with 

the local cross-country club. 

We are impressed with a lot of things in your country. One really 

positive thing is to see all the young people and so many families. 

You really have a good base at the moment. For the younger people it 

is important to have friends to play around with after and before the 

run. We have also met very interested people open for new ideas. 

Here's some comments about course-setting. We have run some very good 

courses but also some not good at all. We think you should have 

shorter courses. It is not so good if the winning times are too long. 

Better to have shorter ones when you can keep up a higher speed. Vary

ing the length of the legs makes the courses more interesting and gives 

more route choices. Especially if you run on open land the control 

features will never be super difficult, therefore take advantage of 

your hilly terrain and have some long legs. 

What shall the Elite runners do to be better at the WOC-89????? Here 

are some ideas: 

- train more regularly the whole year and do not rest for 3 months 

at the end of the season. 

- plan the training! When is the base period, when shall you be in 

(Continued....) 12 



shape. You have to understand why you do certain types of trainings 

yourself. Analyze your own strength and weakness and plan your training 

from that, but also from what training you have been doing the years 

before. Do not increase too much. 

- have varied training the whole year. Make a mix of intervals, 

long distance running, O-technique, running in the forest and different 

types of strength training. O-races are in the forest and you should 

think about that when you are training. 

- discuss and think about the purpose of different technique-

exercises. You need a lot of orienteering training to get the experience. 

- do not have too long exercises. You need to be concentrated 

on what you are doing. 

- try to get together more often. You can have good training-

exercises, talk and discuss different things in the group. Try to 

have guest speakers of different subjects such as : physical training, 

mental training, technical training. 

- plan your competitions. You cannot be in shape for the whole 

season. Pick out a period, and use the other competitions as trainings 

and preparations. 

- analyze your previous trainings and competitions you have had. 

What can you do better? 

Well those are a few impressions and opinions that we have got. We 

want to thank all the people who hosted us and made our visit so pleas

ant. We really had a wonderful time and the six weeks passed by so 

fast. We really hope to be back some day. Thank you all so very much. 

Orienteering greetings, 

Lars and Karin 
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Two weeks after the Mountain Marathon Robert Jessop (COC), Keith Stone 

(NWOC) and Geoff Mead (NWOC) lined up at the start of the Ultimate 

Challenge Run. This run, organised by the Karekare Surf Life Saving 

Club and sponsored by Keith's employers Arthur Young Accountants, was 

from Whatipu (at the southern end of the Waitakeres) to Muriwai. The 

pre-race publicity was very vague about the distance and the route. 

Various distances published for the run ranged from 30km to 50km and the 

route description with the entry information consisted of a badly photo

copied A.A. map - not the way to impress orienteers! 

However, the actual run was very well organised with numerous marshals 

and track markers to keep the 60 runners on route. About 10 drink stops 

were supplied. 

For those that know the Waitakeres, the route was from Whatipu; beach 

and rocks to Karekare; Ahuahu track; Piha Road to North Piha; Rose track 

to Arawhata Road; Arawhata Beach; overgrown vehicle tracks (this section 

is private land and should not be crossed without permission) to Bethells 

Beach; beach to O'Neill Bay; National walkway to Constable Road; roads 

to Muriwai Surf Life Saving Club, the finish. My measurement of the 

distance is about 35km as the crow flies, so I estimate the actual dist

ance covered is something over 40km. 

It's hard to imagine a more spectacular run with such a variety of 

coastal scenery. The ever-changing terrain, from tar-sealed roads to 

waist-deep streams, combined with the views made the run a tremendous 

experience. 

The run was won by Terry Newlands (Coast to Coast winner, top tri-

athlete) in 3hr 28min; Robert Jessop (3hr 45min) was third overall and 

first junior; Keith Stone was eighth overall and first veteran (in 4hr); 

and I was fourteenth overall (in 4hr 18min). About 50 runners finished 

the event. Excellent runs from Robert and Keith, they both won cash 

prizes of several hundred dollars (does that make them professionals?!). 

The run is to be organised again next March; how about using the event 

as a get-fit exercise for the 1989 O season? 

Geoff Mead 

P.S. Robert Jessop, the same day, drove down to Taupo and competed in 

the All Night Relays. I don't know Robert's place in the O-event 

but what can one say? 
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New Zealand Orienteering federation (inc.) 

10 March, 1988. 

To All Clubs, Associations, Sub-Committees and Executives 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Please note that the date for our Annual General Meeting has been 

CHANGED. It is now to be held on 

SATURDAY, 2 APRIL, 1988 AT 4.00 P.M. 

This is the day after the previously set date. 

The meeting will be held in the Flaxmere Scout Hall,Henderson 

Road, Flaxmere (adjacent to the Flaxmere Intermediate, School and 

opposite Flaxmere Park). Flaxmere is of course a suburb of Hastings 

and a location map is attached for your assistance. 

Two additional items will be included on the agenda as follows:-

1/. Trial Dates, Team Manager appointments and Team Selection-
See attached letter from A.O.A. and proposed timetable drawn up 
Federation Chairman. (will be president at meeting) 

2/. New Zealand to Host APOC94 - See attached letter from the 
Orienteering Federation of Australia. 

With regard to previously advised agenda items:-

1/. Proposed 1988 budget is attached. 

2/. Silva Orienteering Challenge Award - Management Committee's 
recommendation is that Graham Teahan (Red Kiwis) be this years 
winner. 

3/. Ampro Compass Award - Management Committee's recommendation 
is that Wairarapa Club be awarded this. Their membership 
increase for 1987 was 90%. 

Written Nominations have been received as follows:-
Vice-Chairman -Lowell Manning 
Overseas Mappers -Bruce Henderson 
School Resource Person -Laurie Baxter 
National Selector -Judy Martin 

Stan Foster 
Leo Homes 
Graham Teahan 
Wayne Aspin 
Robyn Davies 
Anitra Dowling 

See you all in Hawkes Bay. 
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New Zealand Orienteering Federation (Inc.) 

10 March, 1988. 

TRIAL DATES FOR SELECTION OF 1989 

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND CHALLENGE TEAM 

The Selectors have announced that the following events will be 

used for selection purposes for the 1989 Team:-

Each Day of the Queens Birhday 3Day Event - 4-6 June 1988. 

Canterbury Championships - 1 October,1988. 

National Championships - 23 October,1988. 

Prospective Team Members are asked to compete in at least two of 

these events. 

TEAM MANAGER - 1989 AUSTRALIA/NEW 
ZEALAND CHALLENGE TEAM 

Nominations are sought for the position of Manager for the 1989 

Challenge Team. The Individual Event will be held at Timaru on 

Monday, 9 January and the Realays at Naseby on Thursday 12 January. 

Written nominations are to be in the Federation Secretaries hands 

(1/8 White Heron Drive,Massey East, Auckland,8) by 30 April, 1988. 

Colin Tait, 

Secretary. 
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New Zealand Orienteering Federation (Inc.) 

9 March,1988 

NOTICE TO ALL CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS 

NEW I.O.F - PUBLICATIONS 

The I.O.F. have published two new booklets which may be of interest 

to you. These are as follows:-

Learning Orienteering Step by Step - Price $NZ8.00 

Orienteering on Permanent Courses - Price $NZ2.80 

They have also produced an attractive cloth badge which is available 

at a cost of $NZ4.00. 

A special package price for all 3 items is $NZ13.00 

If there are enough people interested in purchasing some or all of 

these items I would be happy to forward a bulk order to the 

I.O.F. The items will be on display at the Easter 3Day event in 

Hastings and at the Anzac Weekend 3Day in Auckland. I will take 

orders at both these venues. All orders must be accompanied by 

sufficient cash/cheques to cover the cost of the items. Mail

orders can be submitted up till 15 May,1988 - my address is 1/8 

White Heron Drive, Massey East, Auckland. 8. 

Colin Tait. 

Secretary. 
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(Set by Al Landels and Mark McLean at the N.Z.O.F. Coaching Course) 

A string of strange requests preceded this event : Did we have a 10m 

ladder? How much string did we have? How many waterproof clipcards 

were there? And what were the 40 controls to be used for? 

The usual busy evening indoor programme passed and it was time for 

the briefing : 

- no torches (those we had were commandeered to illuminate 

certain - dangerous? - parts of the course). 

- three courses : easy, hard, and bloody awful. 

- good footwear and indestructable waterproof clothing was 

required, (On a fine summer night??) 

The B.A. course began in a straightforward manner with "between the 

watertanks" and "between the posts" and even some lights visible to aid 

mapreading. Next was the tower, but no flag visible. Inspection of 

the symbolic description revealed it was at the top, all 8m of it. The 

quickest way to number 4 turned out to be down the flying fox which 

departed from the top of the tower, but I'm not sure if anyone was 

courageous enough to try it in the dark. On to a 3m platform and then 

across into the dark bush on the other side of the camp. A grope around 

then back to the "Pond, 0.5m x 1m, lower part". Here the need for water

proof clipcards was apparent, as the clipper was discovered floodlit 

50cm under the surface of a drum full of water. 

Mark's piece de la resistance followed, he sat in the bushes guarding 

the next control, waiting to soak anyone approaching with the firehose 

(hence a 'fire-manned control'), that is until a thoughtful competitor 

rendered him impotent by turning it off. Thankful to escape, a long leg 

followed with the endpoint being the middle of a thicket which was like 

looking for a black cat in a coal cellar. Concentration faltered at this 

stage, as a crackling noise became audible overhead, which on closer 

inspection turned out to be an electrical fire at the top of a power-pole. 

Nervous looks were cast at the map in the reflected glow, was this one 

of Alistair's tricks? Someone sent for the power board and the rest of 

us kept going, where's 199, a nice easy site in a clearing? Around the 

corner and there was an outdoor version of Aladdin's cave with all of 

40 controls filling the spot, but which was 199... One more tree climb 

and supper was in sight but where was the "Pole, 8m, upper part"? Yes, 

it was the flag pole, with the flag and clipper to be lowered from the 

top. A quick ceremony and it was all over. Definitely the year's most 

entertaining event. 

JR 
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HOUGHTON'S BUSH CAMP, MURIWAI 
LEGEND 
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(Will fit "Riding Down From Bangor") 

Loping through the forest, sing this little song 

Helps my navigation, stops me going wrong, 

Keeps my concentration, vital that I do, 

Once my thinking wanders, feet will wander too. 

Set a careful bearing for the first control, 

Choose the route to start my navigation stroll, 

Check each first-leg feature, read the mapper's mind, 

Just ignore the runners leaving me behind. 

First leg navigation taken really slow 

Is the key to winning, champions all know. 

Those who start off quickly very often find 

Thought and concentration are left far behind. 

Near control location, concentrating hard, 

Check the clue and number, ready control card, 

Flag appears, don't rush it, think of the next test, 

Plan route for departure, and then punch, is best. 

Punch my card correctly, check punch marks by hand, 

Take controls in order, watch for one that's manned. 

Now by traffic signals plan ahead my track, 

Green - collecting feature, amber - to attack. 

Green means go my fastest, run rough compass free, 

Major mapping message all I have to see. 

Will I up and over, or go round below? 

Rise ten meters for each hundred flat I go. 

Think like the course setter, think the way that he 

Thinks of all the traps set thinking about me. 

Look for double features, errors parallel 

Lead me down the primrose path to me ry hell! 

Don't feel supercilious seeing others stray, 

Once I've finished smiling, I'll have lost my way. 

Don't think of the finish, or the ice-cold beer -

Lost in dreams is lost now, wake before I veer. 

Now I'm getting tired, thinking is a strain, 

Need more time to ponder difficult terrain. 

Never give a thought to something past that's wrong. 

Find the next control is all I'm dwelling on. 

(Continued....) 
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Reach collecting feature, time to drop a gear, 

Cautious pace and compass always needed here. 

Red from the attack point right to the control, 

Measured pace and sighting will reveal my goal. 

After it's all over errors stand out strong. 

Why was I so stubborn when I first went wrong? 

I must plan my training from the way I went, 

Concentrate on lessons learnt at this event. 

Tony Mount 

(Thanks to PAPO's February newsletter, from which this was taken.) 

Early Advice on the Glenbervie Challenge Badge Event 

Date : Sunday 14th August 

Map : Scale - 1:10,000 

Contour Interval - 5 meters 

Situation - 10km north of Whangarei 

Terrain - pine forest with a central core of native forest and 

other pockets of native forest. Variable run. Numerous 

steep-sided complex gullies. 

Courses : the courses will tend to be set shorter than would be normal 

for the grades to allow for the climb. 

Catering : will be available. 

Starts : from 10.00am. 

Entries : entry forms will be circulated in June with entries closing 

about mid-July. 

Some have called it 'Tiger Country' but really it is very friendly once 

you get to know it! 

glenbervie challenge 
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ORIENTEERING SHOES AND SPIKES 

VJ SPORT orienteering products have been developed in collabo
ration with top orienteerers taking into account the stringent de
mands of orienteering. The details and the materials used have 
been carefully chosen and tested with the result that VJ SPORT 
equipment will meet the most demanding requirements and fulfill 
all expectations. 

Model protection in Finland, Sweden and Norway. 

SILVER 

YELLOW 

YELLOW JA BLACK  

The Number one orienteering shoe. Uniquely light, comfort
able with very good fit. Lond wearing lined PA-cloth. PVC-stif¬ 
fener in the toe. Toe protection. Dries quickly. Colour: Black 
White and Yellow-White. Orienteering shoe and spike. 

VJ SPORT rubber outsole is safe providing good grip. 
The right size and positioning of the studs guarantee 
the rigidity of the outsole and eliminate clay sticking. 
The rear of the spikes is similar to outsole of the 
orienteering shoes. Eva-wedge is thinner. The combi
nation of bonding and riveting ensures a fail-safe cons
truction. 
The new design provides excellent toe protection. 

Light and comfortable orienteering shoe with excellent fit. Long 
wearing, lined PA-cloth. Well protective leather stiffener in the 
toe. Leather stiffener also in the heel. Colour; Green-Yellow. 
Orienteering shoe and spike. 

HARD METAL SPIKES IN THE SPIKE SHOES 

NEW: 
1 Improved toe protection 
2 Lengthened reinforcing heel-

cap keeps the foot in correct 
position 

3 The stitching of inner arch 
and heel protected by cement 

4 Increased number of lace 
eyelets 

5 Reinforced studs along the 
edges of the outsole 

6 Lightweight and long-wearing 
mid-sole 

7 Hard metal spikes in the 
spike shoes 

I Excellent heel fit 
II The special leather 

strengthener of the inner 
arch goes underneath the toe 
stiffener 

III Generous room for toes 
IV The combination of bonding 

and stitching ensures a fail
safe toe stiffener 

V Instructions for care of shoes 
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GAITERS 
VJ SPORT gaiters have been developed in collaboration with the Finnish 
Orienteering Association and the national team representing Finland in 
international orienteering competitions. 

— goof fit 
— long wearing PVC-cloth in the front 
— long wearing and flexible lycra at the back 
— effective protection 
— large collection of colours 
— club colours 
— club colour, name and ad printing 
— the first real orienteering gaiter on the market 
— sizes SX, S, M, L, XL 

Model protection in Finland, Sweden and Norway 

VJ SPORT gaiters have been 
approved by the Finnish 
Orienteering Association 

New Zealand Agent 

Paul Henderson 

P.O.Box 27 

Reporoa 

ph 38220 

Orders taken with $20 deposit 

Delivery time approx. 3 months. 

GREY FOX 

RUNNING SHOES 
GREYFOX 

Running and training shoe with very sturdy construction but still elastic 
and flexible. Shock-absorbing sole in the heel Sturdy heel sup. Excellent 
grip in every weather and snow. Eliminates clay sticking. 
Colour: Grey. 

SIZES 
Last L: Orienteering shoes 5—12 

Training shoes 2—11 
Last S: Orienteering shoes 5—7 .5 
(narrower) 

— Always try both shoes 
— The inside of the shoe should be about 

eight millimeters longer than your foot. 
Note: Sizes stated are the 
inside sizes of the shoe. 

BATTERY VEST 
— light PA-cloth 
— adjustable velcro fastening 
— keeps the battery steady 
— protects the chest and is warm in the coldness 

of spring and autumn nights 
— colour dark blue 
— sizes S, M, L 
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I thought this was quite an interesting sheet of statistics so I 

decided to stick it in. It's of some concern to see the drop in 

numbers in some of the long-established clubs. What do you think 

we should do to encourage new people into our sport? What are we 

doing wrong that people should want to leave the sport? How about 

writing a letter to the editor and telling me your views. 

AFFILIATIONS as at 31.12.87 

1987 1986 1985 1984 1983 1988 
+/-% 

A.O.A. S. J. G. 

Whangarei 50 20 70 57 73 - - +22% 
North West 64 22 86 105 106 133 141 -18% 
Central 118 24 142 143 135 196 188 -
South Auckland 79 41 120 115 140 159 161 + 4% 

311 107 418 420 454 488 490 -% 
Central O.A. 

Hamilton 35 21 56 73 137 93 40 -24% 
Pinelands 23 17 40 40 46 37 40 -
Rotorua 34 20 54 64 53 57 ? -15% 
Taupo 21 10 31 57 51 75 68 -46% 

113 68 181 234 287 262 148 -23% 
Wellington O.A. 

Wellington 60 18 78 89 117 135 138 -12% 
Hutt Valley 78 28 106 107 104 84 76 -
Kapiti Havoc 45 33 78 97 78 88 70 -20% 
Red Kiwis 45 33 78 71 31 51 82 +10% 
Wairapa 15 6 21 11 33 46 ? +90% 

237 109 346 375 363 404 366 + 7% 
Other N.F.O.A. 

Forest Fanatics - - - - - 8 ? 
Hakes Bay 49 16 65 89 75 58 72 -27% 
Egmont 72 59 131 76 65 79 - +72% 

121 75 196 165 140 145 72 +19% 
South Island 

PAPO 71 36 107 133 183 97 108 -19% 
Dunedin 71 59 130 128 137 158 52 + 2% 
Southland 46 18 64 60 42 14 ? + 7% 
Otago University — - - 1 7 - - -

188 113 301 322 369 269 167 - 6% 

TOTALS: 970 470 1440 1509 1603 1568 1284 - 4% 
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n.z.o.f. news 
* Ampro Compass Award is given to the O-Club with the largest percent 

increase in membership numbers for the year. This year's award goes 

to the Wairarapa Club, with 90% increase. 

* This year's O-Ringen 5-Day is being held in Sundsvall, Sweden, and 

New Zealand's official attendees at the Running Clinic preceeding 

the event will be Alistair Cory-Wright and Darren Scott. Both have 

confirmed they will be going. 

* There has been a formal request from the Orienteering Federation 

of Australia for APOC '94 to be held in New Zealand. 

* The WOC Training Squad has been given approval to conduct this year's 

Course Setting competition. 

* Graham Teahan (Red Kiwis) has been nominated as this year's winner 

of the Silva Orienteering Challenge Award. Although this has yet to 

be passed at the A.G.M. in April, congratulations Graham! 

ORIENTEERING - BUSINESS - PLEASURE 

For a l l your accommodat ion r e q u i r e m e n t s 

C a l l 

THE ACCOMMODATION EXPERTS 

INSTANT FREELINE 
We can book you a hotel almost anywhere 

in the world AND at no cost to you 

Telephone 

DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS 794-660 
INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS 394-549 

IF OUT OF AUCKLAND 

DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS 
(09) 794-662 (Freephone) 

INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS 
(09) 394-551 (Freephone) 

We are about to launch a Corporate Client 
Programme with savings from 15% upwards. 
Ring us on 799-650 for further information. 
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Thanks to the Hawkes Bay newsletter, March 1988. 

irish g.c.e. examination paper - 1974 
General Knowledge 

Instructions 

Time allowed : SEVEN WEEKS 

One week extra allowed for reading this paper 

Answer any two questions 

Each question is worth 50 marks 

Where appropriate answers should be illustrated with carefully labelled 

diagrams. 

1. Who won World War Two? 

2. Who came second? 

3. What's a silver dollar made of? 

4. Explain Einstein's theory of Hydrodynamics OR write your name in 

BLOCK letters. 

5. Spell the following : (a) dog (b) cat (c) carrot 

6. What time is News at Ten on? 

7. Approximately how many commandments was Moses given? 

8. There has been six Kings of England named George, the last being 

George VI. Name the other five. 

9. Write down the numbers from 1 to 10. (Marks will be deducted for 

every number out of sequence.) 

10. Who built Stephenson's Rocket? 

11. What musical instrument does Phil the fluter play? 

12. Of what country is Dublin the capital? 

N.B. Candidates must not write on more than two sides of the paper. 

13. Do you understand Newton's Law of Gravity? (Yes or No) 

14. Spot the deliberate mistake : 'An apple a day gathers no moss'. 

15. Name the odd man out of the following : 

Shamus O'Toole, Sean O'Flattery, Mahatma Ghandi, Patrick Murphy 

16. Name the odd man out : 

Cardinal Heenan, the Pope, Jack the Ripper, Archbishop of Canterbury 

17. Is a dunker : (a) a person who dips his biscuit in his tea (b) a 

contraceptive (c) a lorry for motorway construction? 

18. Name the winning jockey in the 1972 Greyhound Derby. 

19. Who built the Great Pyramids? (a) MacAlpine (b) Whimpeys (c) Pharoahs 

(d) Constain 

20. In the 1972 Sheepdog Trials how many were found guilty? 
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Well, how did you all get on with last month's puzzle? Probably not 

very well, considering the photo-copier left two lines off the bottom 

of the page! Sorry about that! Actually it was still possible to do, 

you would have just had to invent one of the surnames that didn't 

appear in any of the clues. Here's the answer anyway! 

Alf Yates, Harriers, green, second place 

Cliff Jameson, Road Runners, white, fifth place 

Jack Perry, Strollers, blue, third place 

Ronnie Farrell, Town Athletic, red, fourth place 

Steve Tennison, Sports Club, yellow, first place 

Winning club : Strollers 

this month's puzzle 
Five tramps each frequented a different 'patch' in London. From the 

information given below, can you discover what was the birthplace of 

each tramp, how many years he had been on the road, and which 'patch' 

he frequented? 

1. Mick, whose haunt was not Hyde Park, was the Irishman; he had been 

a tramp for more years than Charlie and Fred put together. 

2. The man from Cardiff, who had been on the road longer than Bert, 

liked a peaceful spot where he could doze on the grass under the trees. 

3. The tramp who was often seen keeping a wary eye open for the police 

in Euston Station was born in Leeds. 

4. The man with 28 years experience, who was not Charlie, hoped to 

exploit the generosity of tourists in Leicester Square by his heart

rending stories. 

5. One tramp, who was not the Glaswegian, slept under the arches of 

Hungerford Viaduct; he had put in more years than Bert but fewer than 

the Hyde Park habitue. 

6. Dan's experience on the road was not the longest; Charlie was not 

from Walsall. 

Birthplaces : Cardiff, Dublin, Glascow, Leeds, Walsall 

'Patches': Euston Stn, Hungerford Viaduct, Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens, 

Leicester Square. 

Years on the Road : 2 yrs, 14 yrs, 28 yrs, 40 yrs, 55 yrs. 

Names : Bert, Charlie, Dan, Fred, Mick. 
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SUUNTO 
STAR 

The SUUNTO STAR is a corn¬ 
pletely new compass that makes 
orienteering simple and faster. It 
fits snugly on the thumb, and by 
keeping the map and compass in 
the same hand both can be seen at 
the same time. 

$30.00 ea 

LESS 10% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS 

(Mail Order send $29.00, covers Postage) 

Available from 

SURPLUS DISTRIBUTORS LTD 
Cnr Hobson/Cook Sts 

AUCKLAND 

P.O. Box 39-141 Ph: 732-675 

KATIE FETTES 
C/- G. SIMPSON 
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